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( Tides of Joy )

Sabbath Judgment Meeting, March 13, 2021 - MC
Tides of joy - tides of joy shall sweep the lands.
Raging tides of joy to proclamate new beginnings and
restoration. Mighty proclamations resounding through the airwaves,
reverberating and filling even into the heavenlies. Far and wide, far and wide
they will spread. I have many times for My proclamations to be established.
They shall come, they shall come and fill the void of all hopelessness that had
once settled. The enemies proclamations will be shattered as glass and broken
in such a way that they will not be able to be put back together. They shall be
shattered by the words I speak forth and afterwards, sealed with the sounding
of joyous proclamation. This joy
belongs to the faithful and to those
who have held on, even with little
strength. No horn of the enemy
shall prevail. Only the horns of My
Kingdom shall sound and prevail.
I have set the stage, the props are ready and yet the workers are few. Many
workers shall be gained and they shall receive an inheritance from Me. A
measure here and a measure there they shall receive according to their faith.
Let your faith be strong, My Children, for a mighty harvest is coming forth. A
great yield that shall also be matched with My supply. It shall be. Flinch not at
any hypocrites who would sow doubt and unbelief. Let none of their words
make you flinch or unsettle you. Cherish what is birthing forth. It shall come,
it shall come as raging waters, even as waters that issue forth from the womb.
You shall know when the water breaks that the time has come. Until then,
expect, expect, expect! Expect the reality of all the words I have spoken.
Cherish them, expect them, hold them dear. Receive the reverberating life
from them. They are life and they are spirit. That is all, Child. Adjourn the
meeting.
Almighty Yahweh, I legally receive the reverberating life from all of Your words
this day. I legally expect the reality of all Your words You have spoken and I
choose to cherish them, expect them, and hold them dear. I legally allow,
activate, and invoke all of this with the legal authority of Your name Yahushua.
Halleluyah and amen!

